
 

 

At time stamp 4200 minutes into meeting. 

[ ] Brackets are Greg’s comments, during writing of the minutes 

( ) Brackets are the speakers side comments 

4200 

Irv: I emailed John Vort…is it John Vort? The river coordinator? 

Steve: Oh…John Van Oort, Yes. 

Irv; …and in that he recommended that we get an exchange decree. What is the advantage to 

that? 

Brian: OK, so…if you decree your exchange you get a priority date. It might be a 2015, even a 

2016, but as the river drops…we might not be able to satisfy all the exchanges. SO: The 

administrative exchanges are the first ones that are shut off, because they don’t have anything. 

Then we go maybe to the substitute plan because they’ve been kind of officially approved 

through that process and then we start to go through the decreed exchanges and then we go to the 

most junior ones and shut them off as they…as they go. And so that would be the advantage. It 

also gives you standing in water court so that if somebody else tries to get in an exchange …and 

let’s say it’s a 200 cfs exchange, you can say “Wait a minute; our exchange is senior to that. So 

ours has to be satisfied before you let them exchange theirs”.  

Irv: So, it would be advantageous to… 

Brian: I think it’s…because you’re likely going to and up in water court to…for this plan, as a 

replacement plan, it’s literally just another line that says that…the priority date of such & such is 

our exchange.  

Irv: …ok. 

Brian: It wouldn’t add any complication or anything and it gives you a better standing…to have 

it adjudicated.  

Irv: What type of work do you need in order to…allow the Twin Lakes shares that we have [the 

4.1 TLR&CC shares owned by Jerry, Irv & Chick] to ‘turn on’? …and can we , (and this is kind 

of a what if), …can we parcel those out? In other words… if we say “Well we just want two acre 

feet this time”, and the next time “We want the other two shares to come in [to Sylvan]”. Is that a 

pain in the butt for you guys? 



Brian: Well, …there’s a new automated system [cautiously said], that … it… for exchanges, you 

can request your exchange through this automated system [sounds like this system is still being 

beta tested, Greg’s interpretive read on voice inflection]…and it has your water release from 

Twin Lakes and then, and then you divert ti up here [Sylvan WTC points]. 

  


